
Fork pockets for
relocation by fork truck.

The Pneumatic Option PalletPal
®

provides all the performance of
our spring unit, but uses an airbag that operates on shop air. It
automatically positions loads weighing up to 4,500 lbs with as
little as 80 psi.

Rugged tubular steel
frame for loads to
4,500 lbs.

Low-friction bearing-supported
turntable for near-side loading
and unloading. 

Phenolic frame
cover (optional).

Fork pockets for relocation
by fork truck.
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Rugged lift table type
frame for loads up to
4,500 lbs.

Low-friction, bearing supported turntable
for near-side loading and unloading.Air bag fully protected 

in down position.

Fully guarded
easily accessible
air outlet 
and gauge.

PALLETPAL® FULLY AUTOMATIC PNEUMATIC-ACTUATED
For Use Where Loads Vary Widely and are Changed Frequently

Phenolic frame
cover (optional).

Dampener provides smooth,
gradual raising and lowering
without overshoot or bounce.
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Heavy-duty springs
bring pallet to most
convenient height. 

With inherent stability and no power sources or connections, the fully
automated mechanical PalletPal

®

is virtually maintenance-free. The
turntable is easily rotated even when fully loaded and allows for
near-side loading and unloading without walking around the unit.

These are the products that revolutionized manual pallet loading and unloading in the United States. PalletPal
®

Level Loaders are simple devices that will automatically maintain a load at the ideal height for the manual
loading and off - loading of product. Starting with the original automatic spring-actuated unit introduced by
Southworth in 1988, the line has grown to include several products, tailored for specific application niches. 

Spring installation is fast and easy. 
Springs accommodate wide load
range with no need for adjustment
and require no tools.

PALLETPAL® FULLY AUTOMATIC SPRING-ACTUATED
Ideal for Most Applications

CAPACITY

400 - 4,500 lbs.

LOWERED
HEIGHT

9.5"

RAISED
HEIGHT

28"

APPROX.
SHIPPING 
WEIGHT

460 lbs.

LEVEL LOADERS

®PALLETPAL

CAPACITY

400 - 4,500 lbs.

LOWERED
HEIGHT

91⁄2"

RAISED
HEIGHT

301⁄2"

APPROX.
SHIPPING 
WEIGHT

615 lbs.
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Leveling feet
(optional) allow
use on sloping
or uneven floors.

. .

Wide base for free
standing stability.

.

Wide base for free
standing stability.
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Best used with uniform loads

.
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Best used with uniform loads
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